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The problems and objectives

A multinational enterprise could be defined as: ‘[a] cluster of corporations of diverse nationality joined together by ties of common ownership and responsive to a common management strategy’ (Vernon 1968: 114; Vagts 1970: 740; Bartlett et al. 2003: 65). The status of multinational enterprise, being at the same time one economic unit and a conglomerate of separate legal entities, creates a gap between each separate company and the corporate group. While the multinational enterprise is able to use the complex structure of its transnational business to its advantage, the stakeholders affected by its activities have limited opportunities to influence its conduct. This results in two problems that could be defined the accountability and control gap.

The accountability gap

From the legal perspective, the activities of multinational enterprises are highly deregulated. Multinationals lack legal personality at both the international and national level. Hard laws are able to regulate only the activities of the single entities that are part of a corporate group. Soft laws recognise the relevance of multinationals but have no prescriptive authority over companies. This creates an accountability gap that has been widely discussed among scholars, businesses as well as international institutions (Jägers 2002; 2011; De Schutter 2005; Enneking 2012).

The obligations of a company that is part of a multinational enterprise could be found in domestic laws, international laws, and soft laws. Domestic laws would usually include tort laws, administrative laws, and criminal laws, depending on the various national legal systems. Such rules would typically apply only to single companies that are part of a corporate group and are incorporated in one country (Muchlinski 2021). International laws are traditionally applicable only to States and not to private entities, including companies. However, given the increasing importance of non-state actors in the international arena, a number of scholars have argued that international law, and specifically human rights, could apply also to non-state actors, including corporations. International law has the advantage to be theoretically applicable trans-nationally. However, the application of international laws to non-state actors is still uncertain and highly debated (Thomas 2000; Knox 2008; Karavias 2013). Soft laws are designed to apply to multinational enterprises, but they are not binding and therefore they do not establish proper obligations, but only non-legal responsibilities for companies (Deva 2003; Davarnejad 2011; Wettstein 2015).

All of the above laws can be typically enforced only at the national level. This is apparent given that there is no international court, arbitration tribunal, or any other
treaty body that can enforce international law against companies. Therefore, even those who argue for human rights to apply to companies, would need domestic causes of actions to enforce them. There are, however, two main limitations to the implementation of domestic laws to multinational enterprises. First, domestic laws are designed to apply domestically and, therefore, their extraterritorial application is complicated and uncertain (Wouters & Ryngaert 2008; De Schutter 2010; Bright 2013; Aristova 2016). Second, multinational enterprises include several companies in various relationships with each other. They could be in a relationship of subsidiaries and parent companies or part of supply chains. In both cases, each company is a legal entity separated from the others and no company would be responsible for the actions of other corporations belonging to the same corporate group. This substantially reduces the chances to hold them accountable as each entity may have a different level of involvement and responsibility in the violation of the law (Blumberg 1985; Hansmann & Kraakman 1991; Leebron 1991; Skinner 2015).

The control gap

There is a second problem related to the globalisation and size of enterprises. There is an increasing gap between directors, shareholders, and stakeholders. Business and legal academics have widely analysed the separation between ownership and control of the company. In essence, shareholders are increasingly investing in widely held companies of which they own a very small fraction. They are often not involved in the management of the company, which is instead handled by professionals. This separation generates what has been defined as the first agency problem because the principals and owners of the company (the shareholders) are not capable to properly control the work of the agents (the directors) (Davies & Gower 2008: 365–648; Kershaw 2012: 171–88).

Scholars also defined a second agency problem facing a shareholder, who is de facto able to control the company, and minority shareholders, who do not have the relevant information to manage the company. The controlling shareholder has enough power to remove the board and instruct it to act in its interest, which may not necessarily align with the interests of minority shareholders. For example, a controlling shareholder may be interested in the long-term profitability of the enterprise and willing to incur losses in the short term, while minority shareholders are typically interested in the short-term profit and avoiding losses. The directors, in this case, are the arbiters of the second agency problem as they decide how to strike the right balance between the divergent interests of various shareholders. Nevertheless, their position may also be conflicted if the shareholder is de facto controlling the board (Davies & Gower 2008: 649-708).
There is another, less studied, third agency problem: the gap between businesses and society. Understanding this problem depends on the theory of the corporation that one marries. According to the concession, fiction or real entity enterprise theory, society encourages entrepreneurs to start a business because enterprises are likely to provide the best available goods and services in a competitive market. In this sense, businesses are agents of society (Bowen 1953; Phillips 1994; Kraakman et al. 2009: 35–63; Lan & Heracleous 2010). Nevertheless, there are alternative approaches to the origins of corporations. For instance, according to the aggregate theory, corporations are nexuses of contracts. The main question is who the parties to these contracts are. If the parties are only the shareholders, corporations cannot be considered agents of society because companies exist regardless of society (Carroll 2009; Chaffee 2017; Schmiel 2019). Instead, if the contractual parties are shareholders and stakeholders, such as consumers or employees, then the third agency problem could still be defined as the problem of control that stakeholders (as principal) should exercise over corporations (as agents) (Schwartz 1993: 411–13; Phillips 1994; Ponoroff 1994: 465–74; Kraakman et al. 2009: 29–47, 110–119). The example below could better illustrate the third agency problem also with respect to the impact that globalisation has on businesses.

Consider a small village where there is a state monopoly on shoes. The state has no incentive to make particularly cheap, good, stylish or comfortable shoes because nobody would be able to buy better shoes than the one it provides. Instead, if the village is a competitive market, where ten different shoe shop corporations are competing with each other, each of them will strive to offer the best shoes at the lowest possible price. Consumers and employees would be better off because each industry would aim at providing the best shoes and, in order to do so, would have to employ villagers. However, if one of these businesses would unreasonably pollute the environment or pay its employees extremely low wages, villagers who are at the same time people living around the shoe industry, working for such factory, consumers and shareholders of such company, would likely react to the pollution or low pay because it would affect them directly. The village would exercise a certain level of control over the activities conducted by the ten shoe shop corporations working there.

However, the situation drastically changes if the shoe shop is a multinational enterprise marketing its goods in one part of the planet (assume Europe), producing in a second one (assume Asia), being widely held by shareholders from all over the world. The management of the group would be inevitably detached from the problems that stakeholders face in various countries where the group operates. Most shareholders would not exercise control over the directors and would focus on the short-term value
of their shares; most directors would concentrate on the expected returns that the company would generate; most consumers would be interested in the price and quality of their shoes, rather than in the conditions in which they were made; and most workers and third parties affected by the production would be at the periphery of the group and unable to exercise any control over it.

Essentially, while business has gone global there is not yet a global society able to exercise effective control over transnational enterprises. One could argue that with globalisation and technological advances, a global society is emerging. NGOs, consumers protection organisations, human rights, and environmental advocacy are increasingly exercising the type of control that is necessary to ensure that multinational enterprises respond to the needs of people (Koh 1996; 2006). However, given the current backlash against cosmopolitanism, this aspiration seems, at least for the moment, not yet sufficiently developed to exercise effective control over multinationals. The discrepancy between the freedom multinational enterprises enjoy and the lack of control that society can exercise over them establishes a gap that is increasingly perceived as unacceptable by society and unsustainable to the environment (Deva 2003; Wettstein 2015).

**The Future of the Corporation programme**

There are two main problems related to multinational enterprises: an accountability gap and a control gap. It is difficult for society to both hold multinational enterprises accountable for their actions, and exercise control over their activities so that they benefit people.

Against this background, the Future of the Corporation programme aims at understanding how businesses should be structured in the future to meet the needs of an increasingly global society. A fundamental part of such restructuring would be a change in the law that should address the problems identified above. Any proposed change in the law should aim at fulfilling the following two objectives:

1) the **Purpose Objective** – enterprises should aim at producing profitable solutions to the problems of people or planet;
2) the **Do No Harm Objective** – enterprises should not profit from producing problems for people or planet.

The Purpose Objective should re-connect directors, shareholders and stakeholders in order to ensure that businesses rediscover their original function to serve the needs of society. The Do No Harm Objective should ensure that businesses are accountable when they damage the stakeholders affected by their activities.
This article aims at analysing what could be the avenues for legal change that would help meet these two objectives. Legal changes alone will not achieve the Purpose and Do No Harm Objectives, as a much broader cultural change is necessary in order to configure the corporations of the future. Nevertheless, law has the fundamental function to demark acceptable and non-acceptable behaviour in society (Hart 2012; Dworkin 1967). Therefore, legal changes would be a fundamental tool to help achieving the Purpose and Do No Harm Objectives. The focus of this article is on possible legislative changes of UK law, although other jurisdictions are also taken into account.

Principle 1

Corporate law should place purpose at the heart of the corporation and require directors to state their purposes and demonstrate commitment to them

Principle 1 suggests placing purpose at the heart of UK company law, with a particular focus on changing the text of Section 172. This section of the article analyses first what these changes could be, and second if the proposed changes would be sufficient to develop a multi-stakeholder corporate governance model that would appropriately connect shareholders, directors and stakeholders.

Changes to Section 172

The following section compares the current version of Section 172 with a possible new draft that has been taken into account by the Future of the Corporation programme.

Current Section 172

(1) A director of a company must act in the way he considers, in good faith, would be most likely to promote the success of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole, and in doing so have regard (amongst other matters) to —

(a) the likely consequences of any decision in the long term,
(b) the interests of the company’s employees,
(c) the need to foster the company’s business relationships with suppliers, customers and others,
(d) the impact of the company’s operations on the community and the environment,
(e) the desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of business conduct, and

(f) the need to act fairly as between members of the company.

(2) Where or to the extent that the purposes of the company consist of or include purposes other than the benefit of its members, subsection (1) has effect as if the reference to promoting the success of the company for the benefit of its members were to achieving those purposes.

Obligations

Sec 172 is regarded as part of the duty of loyalty in the UK (Davies and Gower 2008: 506–525). There are two obligations of directors enshrined in current Sec 172: 1) the obligation to act in the way he considers, in good faith, would be most likely to promote the success of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole and 2) the obligation to have regard (amongst other matters) to (a)-(f). Obligation 1) requires directors to act in the interest of shareholders. Obligation 2) requires directors to conduct appropriate due diligence in considering the interests of stakeholders while pursuing the benefit of shareholders. For example, if a director finds that the interest of shareholders is contrary to the one of stakeholders, s/he must act in the interest of the shareholders. Instead, if the interest of shareholders could be aligned with the one of stakeholders, then the director should find a synthesis between these various interests.

Standards

The current standard adopted by Sec 172 is a mix of objective and subjective. First, as it pertains to obligation 1), the liability of a director should be tested on the basis of whether there was any rational reason to make a certain decision (subjective standard). Second, as it pertains to obligation 2), the liability of a director should be tested against how the average reasonable director would have had regard to the interests of stakeholders (objective standard) (Kershaw 2012: 334–86).

A subjective standard is, generally speaking, regarded as lower than an objective standard. If one applies a subjective standard, it is enough for directors to find one rational reason to justify their actions as aimed at promoting the success of the company for the interest of shareholders.1 Instead, if one applies an objective standard, it is not sufficient for a director to find one rational reason that would justify his/her

---

1 This concept would be referred to as the business judgment rule in the US. See Regentcrest plc v Cohen [2001] BCLC 2 80.
choice. The decision must be compatible with the one that an average director would have made.

At first look, therefore, the standard against which directors are assessed is lower as it pertains to the obligations towards shareholders and higher as it pertains to the obligations towards stakeholders. However, this is only an illusion. In fact, while the directors have a duty to act for the shareholders’ benefit (obligation 1), they only have a duty to have regard to stakeholders’ interests (obligation 2). Therefore, the fact that the standard applicable to such an obligation is objective, is of little value because in any case all an average reasonable director needs to do is to take into consideration the costs an activity would have on the stakeholders.

Corporate groups

Sec 172 is not prescribing the duty of directors in respect of companies that are part of a corporate group. Such a duty is still defined by the common law. A director must act in good faith in the best interest of the company. However, given that the company is part of a corporate group, the interest of the group is fundamental to the company’s benefit.

The standard is objective: a director must act in accordance with how the average reasonable director would have acted in the best interest of the company within the corporate group. Note that an average reasonable director would typically take into high consideration the interest of the group in determining the best interest of the company.

Therefore, there is a formal discrepancy between the subjective standard applicable to directors managing a company (Sec 172) and the objective standard applicable to directors of a company which is part of a corporate group. Nevertheless, the discrepancy between subjective and objective standards does not result in a substantial difference in the treatment of directors because an average director of a company that is part of a corporate group would de facto take the interest of the group into account. Although the standard is objective, it is not more demanding than the subjective standard of Sec 172 (Davies & Gower 2008: 515–16; Kershaw 2012: 348–51).

Draft new Section 172

A director of a company must act in the way that he considers, in good faith, would be most likely to promote the success purposes of the company, for the benefit of its

2 Charterbridge Corporation Ltd v Lloyds Bank Ltd [1969] 2 All ER 1185.
The purposes of the company must represent a variety of interests. If a company is part of a corporate group, the above obligations apply also in respect of the corporate group.

Obligations

The draft of the new Sec 172 introduces purposes as the company’s driver. It establishes two separate obligations:

1) The director’s obligation to promote the purposes (instead of the success) of the company;
2) The company’s obligation to define purposes having regard to the factors mentioned in (a) to (g).

Obligation 1) would detach the director’s duty from the interest of the shareholders reproducing a logic similar to the one of the laws of other jurisdictions.³

Obligation 2) would require the company to define purposes taking into account a variety of interests. Therefore, the meaning of the word ‘regard’ would be substantially different from current Sec 172, where directors just have to exercise due diligence. This would be an innovative step, if compared to other jurisdictions which allow, but do not require, directors to act in the interest of stakeholders.⁴

A critical question would be what the duty of directors is in respect of obligation 2). Would directors have a duty to define purposes or would this duty be left to the shareholders? The language of the draft leaves this question open in order to provide different solutions to various companies. While public companies may prefer to have

⁴ ibid.
the directors defining the company’s purposes, in private companies, shareholders may be those defining purposes. Each company could determine this aspect in its articles of association.

A possible critique of this approach could be that shareholders would be able to define the purposes of the company in narrow terms focusing on their self-interest. The alternative could be then to specify in the law that it is for directors to define purposes. This would set up the definition of purposes as part of directors’ duties and take the power to define purposes away from the shareholders. While this would limit the opportunities for shareholders to define the purposes of the company in their interests, it would also reduce the flexibility that companies may want in terms of delimitating and defining the respective roles of shareholders and directors.

A 2018 reform of the UK Corporate Governance Code adopts a similar approach empowering directors to define purposes. The Corporate Governance Code is a comply or explain set of principles. It applies only to companies with a Premium Listing of equity shares. This means that non-premium listed corporations can disregard it without explanation, and premium listed companies may avoid compliance with the Code if they provide for a reason.\(^5\)

Scholars have questioned the effectiveness of such a reform given the current language of Sec 172 of the Companies Act. In fact, current Sec 172 (1) establishes shareholders primacy, while Sec 172 (2) states that a different company purpose could be set. The preferred view is that directors could define the purposes of the company only within shareholders primacy, and therefore only if shareholders would allow them to do so. Accordingly, Sec 172 (2) restates the common law position that shareholders could agree to establish a different corporate purpose (Kershaw & Schuster 2021: 488–90).

This concern would, however, be resolved by the revised text of Sec 172 which would erase shareholders primacy. Therefore, if such a reform would be adopted, unless otherwise decided and motivated, directors of premium listed companies should define the purposes of the company having fair regard to various interests and promote them. If instead the company would provide for an explanation to diverge from the Corporate Governance Code, shareholders could define purposes, but it would still be for directors to promote them.

A related issue is what could be the procedures for a company to define their purposes. This should be left for each company to decide and not legally imposed. However, a possibility could be to suggest in the Corporate Governance Code that directors establish a committee in charge of meeting with the various stakeholders

\(^5\) UK Corporate Governance Code, 2018, Principle 1.
that are or could potentially be affected by the activities of a company, as well as with the shareholders, in order to strike a fair balance between various interests.

**Corporate groups**

The new draft of Sec 172 should also clarify the directors’ duties in respect of companies that are part of a corporate group. The aim of this provision should be to avoid that each company that is part of a corporate group defines its own purposes in narrow terms while disregarding the purposes of the whole group. In this instance, directors could be held to account only against the purposes of a specific company without bearing any responsibility for the overall activities of the group. This would reproduce the accountability gap of multinational enterprises. Therefore, it would be commendable to ensure that each company belonging to a corporate group, would have to:

1) define the purposes of the company;
2) define the purposes of the corporate group;
3) ensure that such purposes are consistent with each other; and
4) require the directors to promote both purposes.

**Standards**

Another fundamental question would be whether the standard applicable to the directors’ obligations would be objective or subjective.

As it pertains to obligation 1), the standard would be subjective by analogy to what UK law has already established concerning current Sec 172 duty to promote the success of the company.

As it pertains to obligation 2), unless specified in the new draft of Sec 172, it would be more difficult to assess what kind of standard UK courts would apply. As explained above, an objective standard is currently applicable to the obligation of directors to have regard to the interests of stakeholders. Therefore, one could think that the same standard would apply also to obligation 2) in the new draft of Sec 172. However, the new obligation would be substantially different from the duty of current Sec 172. While the current duty refers to a mere due diligence obligation, the new duty would be an obligation requiring directors not only to take into account other interests, but to define and promote the purposes of the company in the interests of a variety of actors. Therefore, UK courts may no longer apply an objective standard to such a new obligation to define purposes and may opt to apply a subjective standard.
In this analysis of various standards applicable to directors, there is an additional element to take into account. As explained above, the standard currently applicable to directors of companies that are part of a corporate group is objective as defined by the common law.

Against this background, the new Sec 172 should aim at levelling such discrepancies that would require directors to have potentially two different liabilities when promoting the purposes of the company and the group, as well as two different liabilities when defining and promoting the purposes of the company.

**Critiques**

There are three main critiques that one could raise as it pertains to the proposed changes of Sec 172. First, that the proposed changes go too far in terms of erasing shareholders primacy. Second, conversely, that such changes would not be enough to overcome shareholders primacy. Third, that overcoming shareholders primacy would not ensure that businesses rediscover their original function to produce profitable solutions to the problems of people or planet.

**Too much**

A possible criticism of the proposed changes in Sec 172, could be that they go too far in erasing shareholders primacy. In fact, there are a number of proposals for modifying Sec 172 to encourage companies to adopt a socially responsible purpose. However, most proposals do not typically erase shareholders primacy but attempt to combine shareholders primacy with other interests. For example, the Better Business Act 2021\(^6\) argues for a purpose approach similar to the one proposed in this article. However, it also adds a section that attempts to balance shareholders primacy with other interests, instead of erasing it.

(2) The purpose of a company shall be to benefit its members as a whole, whilst operating in a manner that also —

(a) benefits wider society and the environment in a manner commensurate with the size of the company and the nature of its operations; and

(b) reduces harms the company creates or costs it imposes on wider society or the environment, with the goal of eliminating any such harm or costs.

---

These proposals mirror the 2013 reform of Indian law, which passed from shareholder primacy to promoting the interests of shareholders alongside the ones of stakeholders. Sec 166(2) of the Indian 2013 Companies Act states:

(2) A director of a company shall act in good faith in order to promote the objects of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole, and in the best interests of the company, its employees, the shareholders, the community and for the protection of environment.

Although this change had the commendable objective of encouraging companies to be more socially responsible, commentators criticised such an approach as vague. It is essentially unclear what directors have to do and if shareholders’ benefit shall be considered more relevant than stakeholders’ interests. The cost of retaining shareholders primacy but aligning it with other interests, is that directors will not know if shareholders may sue them for breach of duties when they fulfil the stakeholders’ interests. Thus, if the reform of Sec 172 does not erase shareholders primary, a director would find him/herself in the following situation: to act for the benefits of shareholders would not result in substantial legal risks, but to act in the interests of stakeholders may expose him/her to lawsuits. This alone would create an incentive for directors to continue to act in the interest of shareholders (Afshariipour 2017).

Not enough

The proposed changes risk to create just a Sec 172 out of tune with the rest of UK company law, instead of shifting from shareholders primacy to a multi-stakeholders approach, aimed at incorporating a variety of interests in corporate governance. It is sufficient to compare UK company law with the jurisdictions of the United States, to understand that a complete change of paradigm would be required to overcome shareholders primacy. Table 1 compares the different balance of powers between shareholders and board in the UK and Delaware. This is not a comprehensive analysis of the two corporate laws, but it summarises the main differences of the two systems that make some scholars define the UK a shareholders primacy and Delaware a directors primacy jurisdiction (Kershaw 2012: 189–233).
| Table 1. Comparison of balance of powers between shareholders and board in UK and Delaware. |
|----------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| **United Kingdom**                     | **Delaware**                                    |
| Art 3 Model Articles: shareholders may delegate the power to the board | Sec 141 Delaware General Corporation Law: The power of the board of directors is undelegated and original |
| Sec 303-305 Companies Act: Right to Call a General Meeting  
  1) Minimum 5% of voting shares request directors to call a meeting  
  2) Directors are under a duty to call a meeting in 21 days  
  3) If the directors do not call the meeting the shareholders who requested the meeting can call it themselves  
  4) All reasonable expenses are on the company | No such right exists in Delaware |
| Sec 314 Companies Act: Right to Communicate  
  1) Minimum 5% of the total voting rights or at least 100 members with voting rights and shares for at least 100 GBP each  
  2) Statement should be no more than 1000 words | No such right exists in Delaware |
| Art 4 Model Articles: Instruction Rights shareholders can instruct directors by a special resolution (75%) | No such right exists in Delaware |
| Sec 21 Companies Act: Change Articles of Association by special resolution (75% of the votes) | Sec 242 Delaware General Corporation Law: Change of the Certificate of Incorporation  
  1) Board must propose the amendment  
  2) Shareholders vote by the majority of the issued shares |
| Removal of Directors  
  All directors are appointed for 1 year.  
  Sec 168 Companies Act: To remove a director it is necessary an ordinary resolution (50%+1 votes). | Sec 141 (k) Delaware General Corporation Law: Removal of Directors:  
  1) NON-CLASSIFIED BOARD (1 year appointment): To remove a director it is necessary the majority of the vote cast without cause.  
  2) CLASSIFIED BOARD (3 years appointment): To remove a director it is necessary the majority of the vote cast with cause. |
| Non-Frustration Rule (EU Takeover Directive Article 9 and UK City Code on Takeovers Articles 9, 21) | Take Over Defences are allowed within certain limits determined by the case law |
As illustrated by this table, in the UK shareholders delegate the power to the board, have numerous rights to intervene in the activities of the board, can change the articles of association with the agreement of 75% of their body, while directors are appointed only for one year and can be removed without cause. Instead, in Delaware, the law empowers the board; shareholders have no rights to instruct the board; in order to change the certificate of incorporation the board must propose an amendment (de facto controlling any change); and most boards would be staggered, where directors are appointed for three years and removable only with cause. In addition, take-over defences are available in Delaware and not in the UK. Therefore, in order to remove shareholders primacy from UK company law a structural change of paradigm would be required.

Does this improve the social responsibility of businesses?

There is, however, a more significant concern in respect of the debate on shareholders primacy: the divergent approaches adopted by the UK and the US do not seem to result in practical differences in terms of the social responsibility of companies. This could be better exposed by the comparison between NY and UK law.

New York Business Corporation Law Article 7, Sec 717:
(a) A director shall perform his duties as a director, including his duties as a member of any committee of the board upon which he may serve, in good faith and with that degree of care which an ordinarily prudent person in a like position would use under similar circumstances. (…)
(b) In taking action, including, without limitation, action which may involve or relate to a change or potential change in the control of the corporation, a director shall be entitled to consider, without limitation,
(1) both the long-term and the short-term interests of the corporation and its shareholders and
(2) the effects that the corporation’s actions may have in the short-term or in the long-term upon any of the following:
(i) the prospects for potential growth, development, productivity and profitability of the corporation;
(ii) the corporation’s current employees;
(iii) the corporation’s retired employees and other beneficiaries receiving or entitled to receive retirement, welfare or similar benefits from or pursuant to any plan sponsored, or agreement entered into, by the corporation;
(iv) the corporation’s customers and creditors; and
(v) the ability of the corporation to provide, as a going concern, goods, services, employment opportunities and employment benefits and otherwise to contribute to the communities in which it does business.
Nothing in this paragraph shall create any duties owed by any director to any person or entity to consider or afford any particular weight to any of the foregoing or abrogate any duty of the directors, either statutory or recognised by common law or court decisions.

It is apparent from the comparison between Sec 717 of the NY Business Corporation Law and Sec 172 of the UK Companies Act, that NY law allows directors to act in the interest of any stakeholders, while UK law requires the board to act in the shareholders’ interest. However, there are several practical factors that level the divergent approaches that UK and NY law took.

First, in widely held companies, shareholders are often rationally apathetic. Therefore, although they can theoretically exercise several rights in the UK, in practice they do not. This makes the functioning of UK and NY corporations not that far apart from each other. Furthermore, in both jurisdictions, directors tend to act in their self-interest (instead of in the one of other stakeholders) in cases of rational apathy. Therefore, switching from a shareholders to a directors primacy jurisdiction may simply intensify the first agency problem, without being of particular help to stakeholders (Friedman 1973; Kershaw 2012: 171–88).

Second, directors owe the duties of care and loyalty to the company. However, in both the UK and NY, the only persons that are entitled to sue directors are shareholders. The ability of shareholders to sue directors is a reason for the board to act primarily in the interest of shareholders in both jurisdictions.7

Third, the only persons who can elect and remove directors are in both jurisdictions the shareholders. This is a sufficient incentive for directors to act primarily in the interest of shareholders.8

Fourth, often a part of the directors’ compensation is constituted by options to buy shares in the company which they manage. For example, more than 60% of the compensation of the CEOs of S&P 500 companies consists of equity-based compensation (Larcker and Tayan, 2019). As a result, directors will have interests that are mostly aligned with those of the shareholders.

Therefore, both in NY and in the UK, boards act primarily in the interest of the shareholders or in their self-interest, often ignoring the interests of third parties because neither NY nor UK laws create appropriate incentives for the directors to care about the interests of stakeholders. Scholars identified these as the primary reasons for corporate laws to fail society’s interests: no matter whether the corporate legal system could be classified as shareholders or directors primacy, the directors will pursue the interests of shareholders, because they have no incentives to do otherwise.

7 Compare Companies Act Sec 260–269 and NY Business Corporation Law Sec 626.
Shareholders primacy is so embedded in corporate culture that most directors believe that maximising shareholders value is the sole purpose of the company (Sjåfjell, 2020).

However, there is a critical difference between the UK and NY approaches as it pertains to those directors that want to act in a socially responsible way. In NY, a director who wants to act in the stakeholders’ interest, even if this could result in negative externalities for the shareholders, is able to do it. His/Her duty is to the company and if s/he believes that pursuing the stakeholders’ interest is also in the interest of the company, s/he can pursue such an interest. Instead, in the UK, directors (unless otherwise decided in the articles of association by the shareholders, Sec 172. 2) have to promote the success of the company for the benefit of the shareholders. This means that if a director believes that the interests of the company are aligned with those of stakeholders, but not with the benefits of shareholders, s/he cannot act in the interest of the former and to the detriment of the latter. Acting to the detriment of shareholders would be a breach of the duty to loyalty as enshrined in Sec 172. A director would, therefore, not act in the stakeholders’ interest, unless such an interest would also benefit the shareholders.

**Principle 2**

*Regulation should expect particularly high duties of engagement, loyalty and care on the part of directors of companies to public interests where they perform important public functions*

Principle 2 would ensure that licensed companies, which are deemed to perform a public function, would define their purposes according to their public role. This could be achieved by adding a paragraph in Sec 172.

*Draft new Sec 172 (2)*

*In defining its purposes, a licensed company must reflect its public role.*

For example, a bank will have to define its social purposes within its overall licence to hold the customers’ money. Therefore, the bank would have to define its purposes:

1) within its function to hold people’s money, and therefore, for example, it should limit its investment in high risk carrying activities that would result in a substantial loss of the public money;
2) taking into account, like all other companies, the factors included in Sec 172 (1) (a)-(g) – for example, by considering whether to invest in the renewable energy sector rather than in coal.
A question arises as to whether the new Sec 172 (2) would truly add anything to businesses that are already highly regulated. For example, the investment policies of banks are already regulated without the need to include such policies into corporate purposes. However, there would be at least an advantage to include such considerations into the corporate purposes. The requirements linked to the company’s public function would become part of the directors’ duties, instead of a regulation applicable to the company. This means that directors could be personally liable if they do not promote the purposes of the company.

In this sense, directors would have duties similar to those prescribed by public benefit corporations in some US states. A public benefit corporation is incorporated by the shareholders with the purpose to produce a public benefit. The incorporation of such a company is a choice that shareholders may make which is unrelated to the license the company may own. Nevertheless, once a public benefit corporation is incorporated, its directors would have a duty to balance the public benefit defined in the certificate of incorporation with all other interests at stake. For example, Delaware General Corporation Law defines the directors’ duties as follows:

\[ § 362 Public benefit corporation defined; contents of certificate of incorporation. \]

A “public benefit corporation” is a for-profit corporation organized under and subject to the requirements of this chapter that is intended to produce a public benefit or public benefits and to operate in a responsible and sustainable manner. To that end, a public benefit corporation shall be managed in a manner that balances the stockholders’ pecuniary interests, the best interests of those materially affected by the corporation’s conduct, and the public benefit or public benefits identified in its certificate of incorporation.

The proposed amendment of Sec 172 (2) of the Companies Act in the UK would establish a similar duty for directors to balance the public function of the company with the other interests at stake. However, unlike in Delaware, in the UK such a public function would not be defined by the certificate of incorporation, but by the license the company owns.

It is still doubtful whether this approach would add much to the already regulated sector of licenses because directors already have a duty to follow such regulations as part of their duty of care (Sec 174). Nevertheless, in the context of the legislative

---


10Sec 174 ‘(1)A director of a company must exercise reasonable care, skill and diligence. (2)This means the care, skill and diligence that would be exercised by a reasonably diligent person with—(a)the general knowledge, skill and experience that may reasonably be expected of a person carrying out the functions carried out by the director in relation to the company, and (b)the general knowledge, skill and experience that the director has.’
amendments proposed to Sec 172 (1), Sec 172 (2) would require that the corporate purposes of licensed companies would be centered around the company’s license. This approach would certainly ensure consistency between the corporate laws and regulations applicable to companies and the board.

**Enforcement mechanisms: Do No Harm**

The new version of Sec 172 would certainly be of help in terms of switching the focus of UK company law from shareholders primacy to a pluralistic approach. It would also go a step further than Sec 717 of NY Law as it would not only allow, but also demand, directors to promote a variety of interests which do not include only those of shareholders. Nevertheless, the proposed changes would not be sufficient to overcome shareholders primacy because, as explained above, the whole structure of UK company law is constructed around shareholders. Furthermore, even if one could potentially achieve a change of paradigm, this would certainly allow the board to make decisions in the interest of stakeholders (pursuing potentially the Purpose Objective), but would not prescribe any obligation towards stakeholders, let alone sanction companies that profit from producing problems for people and planet (not pursuing the Do No Harm Objective). In this respect, scholars identified the lack of enforcement and sanctioning mechanisms enabling stakeholders to hold the board to account as one of the main barriers that prevent companies from working for the benefits of society, even in directors primacy jurisdictions (Friedman 1973; Afsharipour 2017; Sjåfjell 2020; Ruggie et al. 2021). Thus, in order to meet, at the same time, the Purpose and Do No Harm Objectives, it is necessary to take into account further changes that could be combined with new Sec 172.

The following propositions are by no way comprehensive. A legislator could take into consideration a number of other avenues to ensure the Do No Harm Objective. However, these are a few possibilities that the Future of the Corporation Programme has taken into account in order to achieve the Do No Harm Objective.

**Control approach: internalising stakeholders interests**

A possible avenue to enforce the proposed new draft of Sec 172 in the interest of all stakeholders, could be to internalise their concerns in the corporate governance of the company. If stakeholders become, alongside directors and shareholders, part of the company, then directors will have to take their interests into account in their decision-making process.
There could be numerous avenues to achieve such a result because stakeholders are currently not controlling any aspect of the company’s life. The control of corporations is divided between the shareholders and the board. These two groups are traditionally perceived as the two components of a company. They shall, on the one hand, cooperate to achieve the success of the company, but are, on the other hand, in a potential conflict of interest (first agency problem). A much wider range of stakeholders that are also contributing to the existence and functioning of the company are kept at its margins and exercise no control over it (Veldman & Willmott, 2016). Against this background, any change in the law that would allow some form of control of the stakeholders over the board, would represent a step forward.

Three mechanisms that could have a relevant impact in terms of stakeholders’ control are: the possibility for stakeholders to file lawsuits against directors on behalf of the company (derivative actions), or on their own behalf (oppression remedy), and the appointment of some members of the board by stakeholders (co-determination).

**Derivative actions**

Managing a company includes deciding when and under which circumstances such a company may file a lawsuit against third parties. Directors, therefore, typically make such an assessment and are able to file suits on behalf of the company. However, a problem arises as to how a company may sue the directors for breach of their duties. In fact, directors owe their duties of loyalty and care to the company. If they breach such duties, they would first of all damage the company and only indirectly damage the shareholders. In this scenario, when a company may need to sue the board, it is apparent that the directors will not sue themselves. It may be possible that some directors may sue others, but this is an unlikely scenario because they would have to sue their colleagues for breach of duties. For this reason, despite filing a lawsuit on behalf of the company is a business decision, UK law exceptionally allows any shareholder to sue the directors on behalf of the company for breach of duties. It is evident, however, that by empowering any shareholder with a right to bring derivative suits, nuisance lawsuits could occur. To minimise the likelihood of abuse, UK law establishes a judicial check on any lawsuit a shareholder may want to file on behalf of the company. This mechanism is regulated by the Companies Act in detail and aims at balancing, on the one hand, the control that shareholders should exercise over the directors and, on the other, the inexperience or bad faith that such shareholders may have. There are still some concerns that one could have on the ability of the judicial branch to make a business decision, such as whether or not a company should file a lawsuit against its own directors, but at large this is believed to be a reasonable compromise to allow companies to file suits against directors (Reisberg 2005: 606–28; Davies & Gower 2008: 605–27; Kershaw 2012: 606–28).
Against this background, one of the problems that could make inefficient any change of Sec 172, is the lack of accountability mechanisms. Even assuming Sec 172 would require directors to act in the interest of society, why would they comply with such a law if no stakeholder could ever hold them to account? Shareholders may sue directors who run a company against their interests. However, shareholders would have little incentive to sue a director for not taking into account the interests of employees, the environment or the community living nearby an industry the company owns. To the contrary, often the interests of such stakeholders would be opposed to the one of shareholders (Keay 2016; Veldman & Willmott 2016). In widely held companies shareholders, who are increasingly detached from the management of the company and rationally apathetic, have little incentive to sue directors even when this could be in their self-interest, let alone suing directors to fulfil the interests of third parties. As a result, any change of Sec 172 could end up being ineffective in terms of achieving the Do No Harm Objective, because de facto the directors would have no incentive to take into account any interest other than their own and the one of the shareholders.

Therefore, a possible avenue for ensuring the enforcement of the new draft of Sec 172, would be to allow stakeholders to file derivative lawsuits on behalf of the company. Stakeholders could, like shareholders, sue directors who do not fulfil the purposes of the company or who define the purposes of the company without taking into account the interests (a)-(g) (which would be considered as a breach of their duty of loyalty); or for breach of their duty of care. In fact, according to Sec 174, ‘a director must exercise reasonable care, skill and diligence’ in any of its decision-making processes. This would include also those decisions that a director would make to promote the company’s purposes.

**Stakeholders as shareholders**

Theoretically, any stakeholder could become a shareholder in a widely held company and sue a director for breach of duties. Therefore, provided that Sec 172 would change, including the Purpose Objective, stakeholders could simply be encouraged to pursue such a creative litigation strategy.

This is not simply a theoretical example. In a Polish case *ClientEarth v Enea*, ClientEarth, an NGO, bought some shares in the company Enea to challenge the construction of a coal power station as it would cause environmental risks with financial repercussions on the company and the shareholders. The NGO won the case in its capacity of shareholder.\(^{11}\)

---

\(^{11}\) *Client Earth v Enea* [2019] Regional Court in Poznań.
Although this route is possible, it would be commendable to establish a specific mechanism for stakeholders to file suits on behalf of the company to avoid some undesired outcomes. As explained above, in the UK it is for the judicial branch to assess whether a derivative lawsuit filed by shareholders is worth pursuing. If stakeholders would instrumentally buy shares in a company to file a derivative lawsuit, judges could accommodate such strategic litigation or close the door to it.

The Canadian example

Canada and Singapore allow derivative actions from any person who is identified as ‘proper’ at the court’s discretion. Potentially, any stakeholders can sue the directors for breach of duties (Calkoen 2019; Koh 2001; Ben-Ishai 2007). Some academics praised this approach as a possible avenue to ameliorate the mechanism of derivative actions in the UK. In fact, although shareholders can file derivative actions on behalf of the company, they rarely exercise such a right. This is due to a number of reasons, including the cost of litigation, rational apathy, and the fact that shareholders have alternative means to exercise control over the board or can simply exit the company by selling their shares in the market. Therefore, it is believed that allowing any person to sue the directors could reduce the agency problem and ensure that the board would act in the company’s interest, instead of in its own (Friedman 1973; Keay 2016).

Canada is often defined as the pioneer jurisdiction in terms of establishing a stakeholders-friendly corporate governance regime (Vasudev 2015). Importantly, the Canada Business Corporation Act allows any ‘proper person’ to file a complaint on behalf not only of the company but of any of its subsidiaries, enabling a potential influence of stakeholders also on corporate groups. However, in Canada, the judicial approach has been to carefully assess whether to permit stakeholders to file a lawsuit on behalf of the company: courts limited the number of persons who could be identified as ‘proper’ to file a complaint and focused on the business judgment rule (Ben-Ishai 2007). As a result, stakeholders filed a limited number of derivative actions in Canada. Some scholars have criticised such an approach, arguing that it is insufficient to ensure that stakeholders could exercise control over the board (Ben-Ishai 2006; Sarra 2006; Vasudev 2015). Against this background, an important issue to consider in establishing derivative actions for stakeholders in the UK would be whether the law should define a list of stakeholders that are entitled to file a lawsuit, instead of leaving such a definition for courts to decide on a case by case basis. Stakeholders include a wide variety of actors, from creditors, previous shareholders, previous directors to NGOs and employees. It would be, therefore, commendable to take these different roles into account and structure stakeholders’ derivative lawsuits accordingly.
It should be noticed in this regard, that in Canada derivative lawsuits filed by stakeholders are not connected with a duty of directors to promote the company’s purposes, but instead with more general duties of loyalty to act in the corporation’s best interest and of care.\textsuperscript{12} However, if the UK were to adopt the new draft of Sec 172, and the duty imposed on directors would be to promote the purposes of the company and to define such purposes in the interests of various groups, this proposed legislation would be a step forward, if compared to Canadian law, in terms of ensuring that stakeholders would have an impact on the company’s conduct.

Furthermore, Canada adopts an approach, similar to the one of US jurisdictions such as NY and Delaware, in contrast with the shareholder primacy approach currently enshrined by UK legislation (Ben-Ishai 2006; Vasudev 2015). This approach limits the possibility for shareholders to sue directors in order to allow the board to exercise more flexibility in the management of the company. Therefore, generally speaking, UK law establishes a higher standard of review of the directors’ actions if compared with jurisdictions such as the US or Canada. This is because, being a shareholder primacy jurisdiction, the UK aims at reducing the first agency problem and at establishing more effective enforceability mechanisms available to shareholders. If such a standard would also apply to cases filed by stakeholders, the control exercise on directors would be more stringent than the one currently provided by Canadian law. This is especially true if the applicable standard would be objective instead of the subjective standard often adopted in Canada (business judgment rule). As explained above, in the UK both objective and subjective standards are currently applicable to directors depending on the duty that they are accused to breach.\textsuperscript{13} Therefore, the introduction of derivative lawsuits for stakeholders would arguably be more effective in the UK than in Canada.

\textit{Sec 263}

It would be fundamental to take into account Sec 263 of the Companies Act which regulates how judges should assess whether to grant shareholders permission to file a derivative lawsuit on behalf of the company.

263 Whether permission to be given

(1) The following provisions have effect where a member of a company applies for permission (in Northern Ireland, leave) under section 261 or 262.
(2) Permission (or leave) must be refused if the court is satisfied —

\textsuperscript{12}Sec 122(1) Canada Business Corporations Act.
\textsuperscript{13}In the UK the standards applicable to the duty of care (Sec 174) are typically higher than the one analyzed above as it pertains to the duty of loyalty (Sec 172).
(a) that a person acting in accordance with section 172 (duty to promote the success of the company) would not seek to continue the claim, or
(b) where the cause of action arises from an act or omission that is yet to occur, that the act or omission has been authorised by the company, or
(c) where the cause of action arises from an act or omission that has already occurred, that the act or omission —
   (i) was authorised by the company before it occurred, or
   (ii) has been ratified by the company since it occurred.

(3) In considering whether to give permission (or leave) the court must take into account, in particular —

   (a) whether the member is acting in good faith in seeking to continue the claim;
   (b) the importance that a person acting in accordance with section 172 (duty to promote the success of the company) would attach to continuing it;
   (c) where the cause of action results from an act or omission that is yet to occur, whether the act or omission could be, and in the circumstances would be likely to be —
      (i) authorised by the company before it occurs, or
      (ii) ratified by the company after it occurs;
   (d) where the cause of action arises from an act or omission that has already occurred, whether the act or omission could be, and in the circumstances would be likely to be, ratified by the company;
   (e) whether the company has decided not to pursue the claim;
   (f) whether the act or omission in respect of which the claim is brought gives rise to a cause of action that the member could pursue in his own right rather than on behalf of the company.

(4) In considering whether to give permission (or leave) the court shall have particular regard to any evidence before it as to the views of members of the company who have no personal interest, direct or indirect, in the matter.

In drafting a parallel article to Sec 263 allowing stakeholders to file a derivative lawsuit, there are a number of issues one could take into account.

First, it would be commendable to delete any language referring to the company’s decision to authorise the directors’ conduct. This reference is made to ensure that one shareholder would not be able to file a derivative suit on behalf of the company when the majority of the shareholders, or disinterested directors, approve the conduct of the board (Davies and Gower 2008: 617–621, Kershaw 2012: 606–628). This rationale would not be valid in a lawsuit brought by stakeholders, as they may have a different point of view from the one of the shareholders’ body and may want to file a lawsuit despite the shareholders agreeing with the directors. This consideration, although intuitive, would, however, substantially modify the nature of the company’s ownership and control. If stakeholders would be able to file a lawsuit on behalf of the
company even against the will of both shareholders and directors, it would mean that the control of the company belongs to society, instead of the shareholders. This would represent, by itself, a revolutionary change in UK company law. However, Canada has already adopted a similar approach as shareholders’ approval is not a determinative factor for courts to decide whether to allow stakeholders to file a derivative lawsuit (Ben-Ishai 2006).

Second, in order to avoid nuisance lawsuits filed by any person, one could imagine that only certain groups of stakeholders could be entitled to file such derivative lawsuits. This could include, for example, trade unions, consumer associations, NGOs, or a substantially large group of individuals that are affected by the activities of the company. Therefore, stakeholders that pursue a public or common interest would be entitled by law to file a derivative lawsuit on behalf of the company, while the others would not. This approach would also avoid the problem scholars have identified in Canada, where courts decide on a case by case basis who the proper person to file a derivative action is (Sarra 2006). In addition, one could also entitle to derivative lawsuits those groups or individuals that have a real interest in the company’s conduct or have been impacted negatively by it. In this sense, the logic is opposite to the one currently adopted for shareholders. Sec 263 sets out that judges should have high regard for the evidence brought by those shareholders that have no interest in the matter. It also lists as one of the reasons to dismiss a lawsuit, the fact that a shareholder could pursue an action on its own. The purpose of these limitations is to avoid enabling a shareholder who has a personal interest in a matter to use the company to pursue an action that he could pursue on its own (Davies & Gower 2008: 617–21, Kershaw 2012: 606–28). In the case of stakeholders, however, one could accept an opposite logic, requiring an interest in the matter before pursuing it, in order to avoid nuisance lawsuits brought by a person who has no particular reason to sue the directors.

Third, should the derivative lawsuit be successful, any damage or reparation cost would belong to the company as the stakeholders would file a lawsuit on behalf of the company. This alone would be a strong disincentive for stakeholders to file nuisance lawsuits because they will not be able to benefit directly from such litigation. Moreover, this opens a number of questions in terms of the costs that such a lawsuit would have. A fundamental question in this regard is whether, subject to a court prima facie analysis of the claim, the company should bear the costs of lawsuits filed by stakeholders, who often have no means to litigate a case on their own behalf. This and other related questions should be taken into careful consideration in drafting a legislative proposal.
One of the reasons why shareholders rarely file derivative actions is that in a number of common law jurisdictions they can file an action on their own behalf against directors (Keay 2016). This action, defined as oppression remedy, substantially differs from derivative actions, for the following reasons.

First, the oppression remedy is a personal action that shareholders can use against directors that unfairly prejudice their interests (instead of the success of the company). This means that the interests of the shareholders and the one of the company may potentially diverge. For example, if directors act in the interest of the company but, by doing so, prejudice the interest of a shareholder, s/he can sue the board. Often majority shareholder(s) control the board and, therefore, it is for minority shareholder(s) to use the oppression remedy. Sometimes, the board breaches its duties of care and/or loyalty to the company and this also results in unfair prejudice to the shareholders. In this case, the derivative action and the oppression remedy may conflate, and a shareholder could sue the board on both grounds (Sarra 2006; Keay 2016).

Second, because it is a personal action both the costs and the prospective compensation arising from the lawsuit are due by/to the shareholders. The company is neither the claimant nor the receiver of any damages gained as a result of the litigation. It is, therefore, a remedy that would be typically preferred by shareholders vis-à-vis derivative actions because, if successful, they would directly benefit from the litigation (Davies & Gower 2008: 681–708; Kershaw 2012: 690–705; Keay 2016).

Third, while a derivative action can be initiated for breach of duties, given that the directors owe the duties of loyalty and care to the company, the oppression remedy can be used any time a mere interest of the shareholders is unfairly prejudiced (Sarra 2006).

In the UK, the Companies Act 1948 used to include the oppression remedy, which the Companies Act 2006 then re-framed as unfair prejudice remedy. In both Acts, the remedy is actionable by shareholders but not stakeholders (Davies & Gower 2008: 681–708; Kershaw 2012: 690–705).

The Canadian example

Canada entitles stakeholders with the oppression remedy. The Canada Business Corporation Act adopted one definition of stakeholders for both the derivative action and oppression remedy: any person considered as ‘proper’ at the discretion of the
court.\textsuperscript{14} However, the grounds to file oppression claims are more restrictive than those of derivative actions.

Sec 241
Grounds
(2) If, on an application under subsection (1), the court is satisfied that in respect of a corporation or any of its affiliates
(a) any act or omission of the corporation or any of its affiliates effects a result,
(b) the business or affairs of the corporation or any of its affiliates are or have been carried on or conducted in a manner, or
(c) the powers of the directors of the corporation or any of its affiliates are or have been exercised in a manner
that is oppressive or unfairly prejudicial to or that unfairly disregards the interests of any security holder, creditor, director or officer, the court may make an order to rectify the matters complained of.

The Canadian judiciary clarified the meaning of such grounds and interpreted Sec 241 in a conservative way.

First, the oppression remedy at the common law has been developed for the benefit of minority shareholders and, therefore, in order to be a ‘proper person’ to file an oppression remedy a stakeholder must resemble a minority shareholder. Courts have validated such resemblance in cases of creditors in insolvency proceedings but have so far not admitted that employees could qualify (Sarra 2006).

Second, when a stakeholder uses the oppression remedy, it protects mere interests, which may conflate with the rights of shareholders. In this competition between stakeholders’ interests and shareholders’ rights, Canadian courts have often preferred shareholders’ rights (Ben-Ishai 2006; Sarra 2006).

Third, Canadian courts clarified that, differently from a derivative action, the oppression remedy is a personal action, which is not based on a breach of the duties of loyalty and care to the company, but rather on an unfair prejudice of the shareholders/stakeholders’ interests. Therefore, shareholders/stakeholders cannot sue the board for a breach of the duty of loyalty, because directors have no duty of loyalty towards either shareholders or stakeholders but only towards the company. Stakeholders/shareholders can instead file an oppression claim for breach of a duty of care which any person, including a director, could owe towards any other person, including a stakeholder or a shareholder (Vasudev 2015).\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{14}Canada Business Corporation Act Sec 238.
\textsuperscript{15}See e.g. BCE Inc. v. 1976 Debentureholders 2008 SCC 69; Royal Trust Corp. of Canada v. Hordo (1993) 10 BLR (2d) 86 (SCJ); Peoples Department Stores Inc. v. Wise 2004 SCC 68.
Prospective oppression remedy for stakeholders in the UK

Given the Canadian approach allowing stakeholders to file oppression claims, a possibility for the UK legislator to enhance the accountability of the board could be to also adopt a stakeholders oppression remedy. A possible proposal in this direction would, however, trigger several important questions.

First, it would be commendable to define appropriately the class of stakeholders that can file an oppressive remedy, in order to avoid the reduction of such a class to creditors in insolvency proceedings. As already discussed for the derivative actions, such a class of stakeholders should arguably include trade unions, consumers associations, NGOs, or a substantially large group of individuals that are affected by the activities of the company.

Second, an oppression remedy would not be the proper remedy to enforce the duty of loyalty including the proposed amended Sec 172, because directors owe the duty of loyalty only to the company and not to shareholders or stakeholders. Therefore, a prospective oppression remedy could be used only in the circumstances in which the directors would violate a duty of care towards stakeholders detrimentally affected by the company’s conduct.16

These considerations are not to say that a stakeholders’ oppression remedy would be useless or not worth adopting. There are a number of arguments in favor of the adoption of a stakeholders’ oppression remedy.

First, the oppression remedy would allow stakeholders to file lawsuits for breach of a duty of care against directors. This could be a powerful tool in terms of ensuring that the board does not harm stakeholders.

Second, any compensation arising from such a lawsuit would be for the stakeholders, instead than for the company. This would incentivise stakeholders to file lawsuits against directors but could also result in the filing of nuisance lawsuits against the board. It would be therefore commendable to set up a judicial check similar to the one established for derivative lawsuits.

Third, from a pluralistic corporate governance perspective, it may be arguable that if shareholders have the opportunity to file both derivative and unfair prejudice actions, stakeholders should as well be entitled to both remedies in order to ensure that the board would balance all interests at stake while managing the company. This would avoid the board preferring the shareholders’ over the company’s interests.

The drafting of a legislative proposal should take into account all of the above considerations.

16 Although the distinction between duties owed to the company and interests of the shareholders is formally correct, note that UK courts have often received unfair prejudice claims for breach of duties. See Keay (2016).
Employees and the board

In a number of countries that do not follow the Anglo-Saxon legal tradition, director and workers cooperate in managing the company. This is a possible avenue to ensure that the board will make decisions not only in the interests of shareholders or its own, but also in the interests of employees. Various corporate models and legal systems include employees’ participation in corporate governance. The most notorious example is co-determination, adopted by a number of countries following the German legal tradition of corporate governance. Similarly to Delaware, German company law embraces a pluralistic approach. The board must act in the company’s interest, but such an interest is not defined in the law. Thus, directors are free to define the interest of the company as they see fit. Moreover, companies have a two-tier board (including a management and a supervisory board). The supervisory board elects and determines the pay of the management board. For public limited companies with more than 500 employees, either 30% or 50% (depending on the overall number of employees) of the supervisory board members must be employees representatives. This structure made scholars define Germany as a stakeholder value system because managers have no legal obligations to act in the interest of shareholders, in contrast to the English system, which instead requires directors to act for the benefit of shareholders. In addition, German managers have a considerable incentive (pay and appointment) to take into high consideration the interests of the employees alongside those of shareholders (Fauver & Fuerst 2006; Blair & Roe 2010; McGaughey 2015; Bottenberg et al. 2017; Rühmkorf 2019).

The German co-determination model is not the only one that allows employees to influence managerial decisions. For instance, in Japan, no law establishes a formal control of employees on the board. Nevertheless, the culture of Japanese boards is to regularly consult employees (either formally because they are part of a specific committee or informally). Moreover, directors are often senior employees that have worked in the firm for years. This is due to the historical role that employees play in Japanese industries, where they have life-long contracts of employment as well as several other benefits provided by employers (such as housing). In Japan, directors are typically insiders with little challenge to their authority. Nevertheless, the Japanese model can still be considered shareholder-orientated. Historically, Japanese firms were family-owned businesses, where the majority shareholder was the ultimate ‘owner’ of the company. The culture is such that shareholders, directors and employees are all committed to the company in the long term. However, with time, Japanese firms have increasingly opened to dispersed shareholder ownership and foreign investments. Thus, the traditional ownership and work structure (based on long-term commitment of shareholders, directors and workers to the company) exposed Japanese corporations
to criticisms in terms of the respect of minority shareholders’ rights (second agency problem), the competitiveness of Japanese enterprises in a global market, and a lack of supervision by independent directors. Therefore, in 2015, Japan started a series of reforms of its corporate governance system to make Japanese corporations more shareholders-oriented and encourage the introduction of independent board members. These reforms have also followed international trends to encourage companies to take sustainability and environmental concerns seriously. In this sense, Japan is an interesting example of a country attempting to combine a long-term and purposeful corporate culture with the demands of a globalised capital market (Jackson 2005; Jackson & Moerke 2005; Kozuka 2019; Seki 2019).

Whether or not involving employees in corporate management is efficient is part of a complex debate that academics and the business community have engaged in for decades and which is not for this article to repeat. Nevertheless, no matter the view one could adopt, co-determination or similar models could represent a possible avenue for at least some stakeholders to exercise a certain level of control over the board. This could be, however, a sub-optimal solution because it would allow only employees to take part in the life of the enterprise, while excluding other stakeholders, such as communities affected by the industrial activities or NGOs representing environmental concerns.

In 2018, the newly revised Corporate Governance Code has taken the question of stakeholders on the board into account by introducing Principle 1E) and Provisions 5 and 6.

Principle 1E): Board Leadership and Company Purpose

The board should ensure that workforce policies and practices are consistent with the company’s values and support its long-term sustainable success. The workforce should be able to raise any matters of concern.

Provision 5:

The board should understand the views of the company’s other key stakeholders and describe in the annual report how their interests and the matters set out in section 172 of the Companies Act 2006 have been considered in board discussions and decision-making. The board should keep engagement mechanisms under review so that they remain effective.

For engagement with the workforce, one or a combination of the following methods should be used:

- a director appointed from the workforce;
- a formal workforce advisory panel;
- a designated non-executive director.

If the board has not chosen one or more of these methods, it should explain what alternative arrangements are in place and why it considers that they are effective.
Provision 6:
There should be a means for the workforce to raise concerns in confidence and –if they wish– anonymously. The board should routinely review this and the reports arising from its operation. It should ensure that arrangements are in place for the proportionate and independent investigation of such matters and follow-up action.

First, it is important to recall that the Corporate Governance Code is a comply or explain set of principles which applies to companies with a Premium Listing of equity shares. It aims at providing guidance, rather than prescribing a conduct for companies. Furthermore, given the current structure of UK company law being a shareholders primacy jurisdiction, any change in the way the directors manage the company is currently subjected to the shareholders’ approval and control. This includes also the possibility for directors to engage with stakeholders.

Second, although Provision 5 refers to the engagement with stakeholders other than the workforce, it is unclear how such an engagement should happen. While as to the workforce there is an indication that it should participate in the management of the company (through either a designated non-executive director, an advisory panel, or a member of the board appointed by workers); as it pertains to other stakeholders there is no recommendation as to how the board should engage with them. A number of avenues could be explored. Certainly, the possibility to have only one member of the board coming from the workforce, would not be enough to represent the wide variety of stakeholders’ interests. One could imagine an advisory panel including not only employees, but other stakeholders, or the introduction of a supervisory board with representatives from a wide variety of stakeholders.

Scholars that have analysed whether co-determination could help companies become more socially responsible have raised two main concerns. First, how stakeholders’ participation should happen on a global scale. For instance, if a UK company is the head of a corporate group making clothes in India, the employees and the communities affected by such activities would likely be in India. Certainly, the decision of the board in London would have a direct effect on the lives of stakeholders in India. It would make, therefore, sense to consider in which capacity these people could contribute to the governance of the corporate group. For instance, how would an advisory panel reflect the interests of those stakeholders affected by the group? Second, the interests of employees may not necessarily be aligned with that of the environment or other stakeholders affected by the activities of corporations. Like shareholders, also stakeholders are a diverse group including people that have sometimes divergent interests (Kozuka, 2019; Rühmkorf, 2019; Gelter, 2016).

A legislative reform should take all of these considerations into careful account in order to ensure that various interests are represented in the board of directors.
The accountability approach: externalising stakeholders’ interests

A different avenue to enforce the proposed new draft of Sec 172 could be to hold the company to account when stakeholders are detrimentally affected by its activities. This avenue transforms the concerns of stakeholders as external liabilities for the company. Stakeholders would not exercise control over the board. However, the board would have to take their concerns into account to avoid liabilities for the company. There are various sanctioning mechanisms that one could implement to enforce stakeholders’ rights against a multinational company. This article will briefly analyse two mechanisms that have become increasingly relevant in a number of jurisdictions. The first one is to introduce reporting obligations and corresponding penalties for companies that do not comply with certain standards; the second one is to allow stakeholders to file civil liability complaints against parent companies for the extraterritorial conduct of their foreign subsidiaries or supply chains.

Reporting obligations and penalties

The proposed changes of Sec 172 could be strengthened by some reporting obligations and corresponding penalties for those companies that do not fulfil their purposes.

This approach, introducing reporting obligations, is not new. For instance, the UK Modern Slavery Act requires holding companies to report on modern slavery and human trafficking within their supply chains (Fasciglione 2016). The Corporate Governance Code itself prescribes companies to report as to whether or not they comply with it. Most specifically, according to Provision 5 (see above) the board should report on the way it took into account the interests of stakeholders in its decision-making. However, such laws have not established penalties for companies that fail to comply with the suggested best practices. For this reason, scholars often criticise reporting obligations as they do not ensure proper enforcement of the conduct they prescribe (Broad & Turnbull 2018; North 2018).

Against this background, some states have recently combined reporting obligations with sanctioning mechanisms. In 2019, the Netherlands adopted a piece of legislation, the Child Labour Due Diligence Law. The law establishes a due diligence obligation for companies consistently selling their products in the Netherlands (including both Dutch and foreign companies) to prevent child labour across their supply chain, in connection with reporting obligations. It is one of the first examples of a sanctioning regime applicable to companies that fail to comply with due diligence and reporting obligations. It appoints a regulator to receive complaints from victims and to assess

---

17 Modern Slavery Act 2015: chap. 30, part 6, s. 54 Transparency in supply chains etc.
the due diligence plan companies put in place and/or the accuracy of their reports. The sanctions include fines on the company and criminal liability on the directors (Hoff 2019).

Germany also adopted a similar law, the Supply Chain Due Diligence Act. In comparison with the Dutch law, the German law applies only to companies incorporated in Germany (and not to foreign companies targeting the German market), but it is wider in scope because it refers to the responsibility of German companies for all human rights abuses (and not only child labour) committed by their subsidiaries and direct suppliers. Similar to the Dutch law, the German law enables a federal authority, the Federal Office for Economic Affairs and Export Control, to sanction companies in breach of their due diligence obligations and to hear complaints from victims.

Against this background, one could imagine introducing a similar penalty regime for companies that fail to meet their reporting obligations in connection with an authority that is able to hear victims’ complaints and assess the reports filed by companies.

This could be achieved by changing Secs 9-16 of the Companies Act to ensure that companies registered in the UK would:

1) State their purposes at the time of incorporation;
2) Publicly report on the positive and negative externalities of such purposes on an annual basis;
3) If a company owns a subsidiary, it must also state the purposes of the corporate group and report on such purposes.

The law should also introduce a set of penalties and fines for those companies that do not comply with their purposes.

First, the Registrar of Companies would have to check that the purposes of the company have been appropriately defined, taking into fair regard various interests and not only the one of the shareholders. If the company does not appropriately define its purposes, the registrar could refuse to register it in the UK.

Second, the company would have to publicly report on the positive and negative externalities of such purposes, in order to increase the public pressure on companies to pursue their purposes.

---

18 Wet van 24 oktober 2019 houdende de invoering van een zorgplicht ter voorkoming van de levering van goederen en diensten die met behulp van kinderarbeid tot stand zijn gekomen (Wet zorgplicht kinderarbeid) 2019.
19 Gesetz über die unternehmerischen Sorgfaltspflichten in Lieferketten 2021 2959.
Finally, if a company does not pursue its purposes, it should be penalised. One could imagine an authority, such as the Financial Conduct Authority, to be in charge of reading the reports filed by companies and overseeing whether their conduct meet their purposes. Such an authority could also receive stakeholders’ complaints in order to get informed as to the negative externalities of companies.

This approach would be in continuity with already existing reporting obligations but would make such obligations more effective by introducing sanctions for companies that fail to comply.

**Liability in tort law**

A possibility to prevent multinational enterprises from harming others is to hold parent companies accountable when the group damages third parties. This is a possibility that has been explored by litigators in various jurisdictions.

In common law jurisdictions, and specifically in the US, the UK and Canada, litigators have increasingly argued for a progressive interpretation of tort laws in order to hold parent companies accountable for negligence resulting in their foreign subsidiaries damaging stakeholders. For instance, in the US, litigators have interpreted in a progressive way the Alien Tort Statute, a piece of legislation connecting common law causes of actions in tort with violations of the Law of Nations (which could be interpreted as international law) (Enneking 2008; Giannini *et al.* 2011). This approach is now of limited application after two decisions of the US Supreme Court.\(^{20}\) In Canada, litigators have been more successful in following a similar path. They combined causes of actions in torts with alleged violations of international law committed by multinational enterprises to file suits in Canadian courts.\(^{21}\) UK litigators have instead pioneered a different approach focused on the concept of a duty of care in tort law and without referring to human rights and international law. This strategy seems increasingly successful after the recent UK Supreme Court decisions *Lungowe v Vedanta* and *Okpabi v Shell*, which allow UK courts to assert jurisdiction over UK parent companies for the alleged breaches of their duty of care in respect of the torts committed by their foreign subsidiaries.\(^{22}\)

---

\(^{20}\) *Kiobel v Royal Dutch Petroleum Co* [2013] US Supreme Court 133 S. Ct. 1659; *Jesner v Arab Bank, PLC* [2018] US Supreme Court 584.

\(^{21}\) *Nevsun Resources Ltd v Araya* [2020] Supreme Court of Canada.

\(^{22}\) *Vedanta Resources PLC and another (Appellants) v Lungowe and others (Respondents)* [2019] UKSC 20; *Okpabi & Ors v Royal Dutch Shell Plc & Anor* [2021] UKSC 3.
A different approach has been to adopt mandatory due diligence laws that would require companies incorporated in a certain jurisdiction to oversee the activities of their affiliates worldwide. In case of breach of such obligation, the holding company would be accountable for the damages suffered by third parties.

France passed the first law ever to establish an extraterritorial due diligence obligation for French companies with over 5,000 or over 10,000 employees (depending on whether the corporate group includes only French or also foreign companies) to set up a monitoring plan overseeing the activities of its corporate groups worldwide. The monitoring plan shall prevent threats to human rights, environment, health or security. The parent company’s monitoring obligation includes both subsidiaries and companies with which it has an established commercial relationship (supply chain). This obligation is connected to a tort law cause of action that allows victims to file a complaint against French parent companies. The burden of proof on the victim is, however, high: a victim has to prove, first, that the affiliate violated human rights, environmental standards or laws protecting health or security; second, that the parent company violated its due diligence obligation (i.e. it did not set up a monitoring plan); third, that the affiliate would not have violated such laws if the parent company fulfilled its due diligence obligation; and, finally, that such abuses resulted in damage (Périn Pierre-Louis 2015; Cuzacq 2016; Cossart et al. 2017; Pataut 2017).

The European Union is attempting to introduce a similar, but more advanced, piece of legislation on mandatory human rights and environmental due diligence. The European Parliament and Commission proposed two versions of a directive that would establish obligations for states to set up mandatory human rights and environmental due diligence laws applicable to several companies incorporated in the European Union, and, under some circumstances, to foreign companies accessing the European market. Moreover, the proposed directive introduces strong enforcement mechanisms. It would require states to establish, on the one hand, competent authorities sanctioning companies in breach of their due diligence obligations, and on the other hand, civil liability remedies entitling victims to file suits against companies for violations of their due diligence obligations.24


Against this background, the Joint Committee on Human Rights of the UK Parliament also called in 2017 for the Government to adopt a due diligence obligation law. A possibility, to ensure the accountability of UK corporations, could be to draft a proposal for a mandatory due diligence law, taking into account two elements: the harm such a law should prevent and the liability regime that it should impose on corporate groups.

**Harm**

In order to draft such a law, one of the fundamental questions to address would be what kind of harm should a corporate group prevent? The answer to this question is not straightforward as there are different levels of harm one could take into account going from gross human rights abuses to any monetary damage inflicted on third parties.

In this regard, it could be of help to consider an old proposal rejected by the UK Parliament in 2002 for a Corporate Responsibility Bill. According to Section 6:

(1) A parent company of a corporate group shall be liable to pay compensation in respect of the classes of damage set out in subsections (1)(c)(i) to (iii) below where—

(a) the manner in which the group’s activities are organised managed or undertaken falls below the standards that can reasonably be expected of the group in all the circumstances of the given case; and

(b) the manner in which the group’s activities are organised managed or undertaken fails to ensure—(i) the health and safety of persons working in or affected by those activities; (ii) the protection of the environment; and

(c) such a failure may be regarded as a cause of—(i) serious physical or mental injury to persons working in or affected by those activities; (ii) serious harm to the environment; or (iii) both.

(2) For the purposes of this section it shall be immaterial whether the injury to persons or harm to the environment occurred within the United Kingdom.

(3) It shall be the duty of a company to which subsection (1)(a) applies to ensure that—(a) any other entity which is under that company’s operational control wherever registered or domiciled complies with sections 3, 4, 5, 7 and this section; and (b) any subsidiary undertaking of that company wherever located complies with sections 3, 4 and 5.

---


Sections (b) and (c) of the Corporate Responsibility Bill established the harm that corporations should be liable for. It included the failure to ensure the health and safety of workers or the protection of the environment in combination with a serious injury to person or harm to the environment. This is quite a limited list of harms and injuries which would, however, cover the most outrageous abuses. It is also a list of harms which does not refer to any internationally recognised standard such as human rights or environmental laws. By contrast, the French law refers to *any serious threat to human or environmental rights, health or security*. The European Union proposals for a directive echo a similar language. Both include a wider range of harms than the Corporate Responsibility Bill, affecting not only workers or the environment, but also, for example, human rights defenders abused by corporations.\(^{27}\)

A drafting committee would have to consider these different approaches to define what level of harm a future law should prevent.

**Liability**

As mentioned above, UK courts have already developed quite complex jurisprudence on the parent company’s liability for the damages committed by its subsidiaries. This caselaw is based on the parent company’s breach of a duty of care owed to victims for the activities of its corporate group. It would, therefore, be commendable to develop a liability regime on the basis of such an established concept of the duty of care.

Essentially, under UK tort law, a parent company could potentially owe a duty of care towards third parties affected by the activities conducted by its subsidiaries (Enneking 2012; Sanger 2012; Baughen 2013; Petrin 2013; Palombo 2015; Roorda & Leader 2021). The question UK courts have left unanswered is under which circumstances would such duty of care be established. It is complicated to provide an answer as UK courts have delivered various cases on the duty of care but have only recently applied such concepts to parental liability in corporate groups. For the moment, there are three particularly significant cases: *Chandler v Cape plc*, a case recognising the existence of a parent company’s duty of care for the damages committed by its

---

subsidiaries; and the Supreme Court cases Lungowe v Vedanta and Okpabi v Shell. However, Chandler v Cape plc is a purely domestic case. Lungowe v Vedanta and Okpabi v Shell promisingly recognise that the duty of care jurisprudence may apply to multinational enterprises, but these are cases decided on the issue of jurisdiction only. Some recent cases, potentially open the door for UK companies to owe a duty of care in respect of not only the activities of their subsidiaries, but also of their suppliers, but it is still early to understand how the duty of care jurisprudence would apply in this context. It is therefore unclear under which circumstances and conditions a parent company would owe a duty of care towards third parties for the damages committed by its subsidiary/supplier.

Thus, it would be commendable for a mandatory due diligence law to detail the conditions under which a parent company owes a duty of care towards third parties for the harm committed by its subsidiaries. Specifically, the committee drafting a legislative proposal could take into consideration the following question: what shall the relationship be between a parent company, a subsidiary or supplier and a victim for the parent to owe a duty of care towards the victim?

Assessment

The Purpose and the Do No Harm Objectives are fundamental goals for future corporations. The legal framework should regulate the conduct of corporations having such two goals in mind.

The Purpose Objective is achievable by modifying Sec 172 and re-focusing UK company law to follow a pluralistic, rather than a shareholders primacy, approach. This change seems achievable and not far away from the experience of other countries where corporate governance follows a pluralistic approach, not focused on the sole interests of the shareholders. While this approach would open the doors to entrepreneurs that are interested in offering profitable solutions to the problems of people or planet, it would not be sufficient to ensure that those companies that have a narrow focus on profit do not harm third parties.

The Do No Harm Objective is achievable only by establishing enforcement mechanisms that would ensure the accountability of the board and/or the company

---

28 Chandler v Cape Plc [2012] (QB), X (appeal taken from Eng) EWCA civ 525.
29 Vedanta Resources PLC and another (Appellants) v Lungowe and others (Respondents) [2019] UKSC 20; Okpabi & Ors v Royal Dutch Shell Plc & Anor [2021] UKSC 3.
30 See e.g. Begum v Maran (UK) Ltd [2021] EWCA Civ 326.
when stakeholders are negatively impacted by its activities. There are a variety of approaches that one could take in order to ensure enforcement.

A first avenue, that one could label as control, would be to allow stakeholders to exercise some control over the directors. This could be achieved either by allowing stakeholders, like shareholders, to elect directors (co-determination), or by allowing stakeholders, like shareholders, to sue directors (derivative lawsuits and/or oppression remedy).

There are a number of jurisdictions that have already experienced co-determination, even if in such models the stakeholders participating in the board are typically employees and/or trade union representatives. The recent Corporate Governance Code has also taken an approach moving towards this direction.

The derivative and oppression remedy approach has also been implemented by a few jurisdictions, such as Canada. However, there is no country which established a mechanism specifically designed for stakeholders to file actions against the board. Such a mechanism could create a preferred litigation route for those stakeholders that represent the interest of numerous people or a significant public interest, such as NGOs representing environmental concerns or trade unions representing employees.

A second avenue, that one could label as accountability, would be instead to allow stakeholders to file complaints against multinational enterprises. This could be achieved by either establishing new mandatory obligations for parent companies in connection with civil liability, or, in the alternative, by penalising companies that do not take into proper consideration the interests of stakeholders.

France adopted a mandatory due diligence law. The European Parliament and Commission have already proposed two versions of a possible directive. The Joint Committee on Human Rights of the UK Parliament also suggested a similar approach and the UK Supreme Court opened the door to tort claims filed against parent companies in connection to extraterritorial harms. It seems that this legislative reform could represent a reasonable step forward for the UK legislator.

The two avenues of control and accountability present different challenges.

The control avenue internalises the problems that stakeholders face within the companies by providing them a certain level of control over the board. Such internalisation process has the advantage to combine the Purpose and the Do No Harm Objectives because the impact that stakeholders would have on the board could help both in terms of companies providing profitable solutions for people or planet, and in terms of ensuring that businesses do no harm to others.

However, the level of accountability that such a solution would entail is dubious. For example, if only one member of the board would represent stakeholders, its power would be limited as it could always be outnumbered by the other directors. Also, if derivative actions by stakeholders would be allowed only in relation to purposes
entirely defined by the shareholders, then the impact of these lawsuits would also be
limited. Imagine, for example, a company defining its purpose as ‘to find profitable
solutions for our clients worldwide’. Such a purpose would address both shareholders’
and customers’ interests, but it would say nothing about the environment. A commu-
nity affected by environmental degradation committed by the company would unlikely
be able to sue the directors for breach of duties, even if allowed to file a derivative
lawsuit, because such legal action could be brought only in connection with the
directors’ failure to promote a purpose drafted in the shareholders’ interest. The
oppression remedy could fill this gap, but it would have to clarify what class of stake-
holders and interests should be detrimentally affected in order to file an oppression
claim. Therefore, the control route may not necessarily achieve the Do No Harm
Objective.

The accountability avenue externalises the problems stakeholders have by providing
them with a route to sanction businesses that detrimentally affect them. The external-
isation process has the advantage of setting up a benchmark as to the companies
conduct (being either an administrative authority or the stakeholders affected by the
activities of businesses). Such an external benchmark could arguably ensure a higher
level of accountability, and therefore better fulfil the Do No Harm Objective.

However, this approach does not incorporate the Purpose Objective. First,
stakeholders would not impact the board’s decisions directly as directors would not be
accountable to them. Nevertheless, the fact that they could sue the company may have
an indirect impact on the board’s conduct, which would take the threat of possible
lawsuits into consideration when managing the company. Second, even if the lawsuits
brought by stakeholders would have an impact on the board’s decision-making, this
would be limited to the board avoiding possible liabilities for the company, rather than
managing the company to positively impact society. Arguably, for the board to find
solutions for people or planet, stakeholders should be members of the board, or able
to hold the board to account, or both. Nevertheless, the failure to incorporate the
Purpose Objective may not represent such a problem, if the Purpose Objective would
be already achieved by the proposed changes of Sec 172. In this case, Sec 172 would
aim at Purpose, while the accountability approach would focus on achieving Do No
Harm.

The UK legislator could also opt for a synthesis between these legislative proposals,
combining, on the one hand, the ability for stakeholders to control the board, and on
the other, the accountability of multinational enterprises for extraterritorial damages.
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